
IS WIKIPEDIA A RELIABLE SOURCE ESSAY WRITER

Wikipedia is not a reliable source for academic writing or research. using Wikipedia as their source for doing research
papers, essays, or anything equivalent.

Revert only when necessary â€” editors should revert vandalism upon sight but revert an edit made in good
faith only after careful consideration. Wikipedia is an encyclopedia that presents information from consensus.
Even with Featured Articles, though, an uninformed editor may introduce incorrect information. In addition,in
, a new program called WikiScanner uncovered individuals with a clear conflict of interest that had written or
edited some Wikipedia entries. These are typically presented in academic journals. Wikipedia is increasingly
used by people in the academic community, from freshman students to professors, as an easily accessible
tertiary source for information about anything and everything, and as a quick "ready reference", to get a sense
of a concept or idea. Jump to navigation Jump to search This page is an essay. Writing better articles â€”
advice on how to write an effective article, including information on layout, style, and how to make an article
clear, precise and relevant to the reader. When the work is done, download a one-of-a-kind Turnitin-proof
document. Dr Austen-Baker says that some articles on Wikipedia can be "exotically inaccurate", and that
undergraduates must familiarise themselves with the equivalent, and often ignored, written encyclopaedias.
Silence and consensus â€” how consensus is assumed when there's no evidence of disagreement. Deletion and
deletionism â€” the processes used on Wikipedia for removing articles, images, miscellaneous pages, user
pages, stubs, and categories. Reasonability Rule â€” if an action cannot be considered "reasonable" or
"acceptable" by an objective third person, that action should not be performed. A navbox on every page â€”
navigaton box templates can be useful as a tool for navigation. This fosters consistency and eliminates any
chances of a tutor raising any suspicion. A tutor will study the paper and reward with a pleasant grade. I just
don't like it â€” expressing a like or dislike for the issue in question is not a helpful or useful argument in a
discussion. If the information on another Wikipedia page which you want to cite as the source has a primary or
secondary source, you should be able to cite that primary or secondary source and eliminate the middleman or
"middle-page" in this case. Merge Test â€” If a merge will result in an article too large to comfortably read or
the deletion of encyclopedic content, it should not occur. Adding images improves the encyclopedia â€”
adding images to articles and essays is an easy way to improve the encyclopedia. Wikipedia is not a
replacement for doing a reading assignment by your professor. Behavioural philosophy[ edit ] Admitting
you're wrong â€” you can make friends and influence enemies on Wikipedia by learning when to admit you're
wrong. Boasting with over 26 million pieces of writing in languages, Wikipedia has transformed to be a giant
in the field of search engines optimization technology. Policy shopping â€” how it is best to present all
justifications for a change at one time not incrementally. At PayForEssay. Readers first â€” how whenever we
write something, we should always put our readers first. The original entry was a bit "raggedy around the
edges", he says. Source Reliability Validity Wikipedia Wikipedia is not a reliable source.


